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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Listen to KUNM

Baez - Harris Press Talk
By ALLEN BUCHANAN
It seems almost everyone knows
that Joan Baez doesn't like the
draft or the war. And a lot of
people know that David Harris,
her husband, is scheduled to go
on trial for refusing induction
into the U.S. Army,
But few people might know
why • , , and there is a why,
slightly contrary to anything be.fore seen in the press.
In the most sensible terms, both
· Baez and Harris explained their
views and their actions during a
press conference last night at the
airport. Neither believes in the
use of violence-for any purpose.
"THE USE OF VIOLENCE is
hardly revolutionary," said Harris. "And its use is not justified
under any cause. The only possible revolution would come in
terms of human love, which is
something we do believe in.''
He indicated that the student
revolts in Paris are an example
of action that is getting nowhere.
"It's a student versus cop thing,"
he said, "where the students treat
the cops like the cop treats the
student • . .. it has no meaning,
and it's impractical."
Miss Baez insisted that every

human must be appealed to, "not
hit over the head and called a
Facist pig." She also said no
human has the :right, "by his
mother or Uncle Sam," to- kill
another human being.
BOTH WERE ASKED if they
support any of the presidential
candidates. "No," said Baez.
"Whatever candidate, no matter
how liberal be seems or what
promises be makes, is still working for the power and glory of
the United States."
She said such a belief leads
only to the development of separate "tribes," each strong and
apart from the other. "We have
less chance for the survival of
the world as each t:ribe gets more
powerful," she said. "And we
have to start thinking in terms
of the world."
Concerning the Paris peace
talks, Harris explained "You
don't make peace talks with a
vocabulary of guns. If there is
to be a meaningful peace, then
there must be accompanying social actions.'' He said that this
has not been done in Paris, and
it is "a false notion of peace.''
THE POOR People's March is
something that Harris neither is,

WANT ADS
HELP WANTED
EDUCATION IS CHANGING, World"a
largESt edueation firm has developed &
program learning system and is now hiring college studenta !or fnll time summer
employment to present this sydem to
various individuals in New :Mexico and
West Texu. Interested Studenta pleue
eall between 11 and 1 at 268-0620. &-22.
FOR SALE
SEARS MOTORBIKE: Excellent Condition, 1600 Miles. $100 or reasonable offer. Call Rooenblatt, 268-2001.
SEVEN BEDROOM. ol bath home, Including; basement apartment. Located aerOOII from Sigma. Cbl Houoe. Comer lot
would provide uarkinat on :property..
Price includes all draperies, tnany articlea of houaebod fnmlobings. $45,000.
Phone 243-34113.
AUTO INSURANCE too bight CaU
Fam~era today. 12 montba to pu. 21192296.
6/22

ATTENTION BRIDES TO BE
QUAUJY Wedding invitations and all
paper goods to fit yaur bUdget. Six
days ..me., all wortc guaranteed.
Also a large selection af Graduation
S. Father's Day Cards,. party cmd
gifts. St.., and ~ at Gnlham's
House of HAllMARK. 3501 Lamas
Blvd. NE. 255-4989.

FOR SALE
HOUSE FOR SALE OR RENT. Smith
Sandi& Hillf-3 bedroom, 1 'li hath. Den
carpeUog. Built-In ldtclten.. 1 J'eu' Jeue
with option to b117, nz& per month.
261i-t057 .... 256-5083.
FOR RENT
NEW VARSITY HOUSE at ttl Columbia
SE. Deluxe fnrn. tmi-twin or doable
becb. $11&-120 inclading utilities. 2423080.
APT. FOR RENT, Carpet, wood pane).
lng, modem !urniahl!d. Available .lane
2, thru August 31, PlO per month,
Utilities included, 206 Jlaple SE. 114%1493.
5/22

PERSONALS
SPEND SUIDIER FREE at a pilar raDChero. UnlmoraYed but pie__.,.. lldobe
hoaoe. artiatic Httlna:, with. JUr.
No PQ' and. no work-tum water on and
oft. Write Box 6011, Santa p.._ N""' KexLADY JANE, love fa many thinp, bat
lint and Jut, Ume prooent, time Luture and time Past. be:vond aD belief
and thought, beginning and ""cling larever new. love fa you-three 'fl'"eeb: same
place.
5/ZO

SERVICES
SW'llUIING PARTIES-or jaR plidD
Pdanarti.ea. Facilities include nrilamiJ>Ir,
Clog, Bar-B-Q. 'I'Ollq baD etc. '1·
midnight, 10 to liOO J>enODS. LICe
Guards Provided. Thanderblrd S"'rimG7Dl. 247-11677.
ffiONING. bachelor band1e!,. mending,
dreiOlllaldng and alterations. Reuonable,
2304 Dt.ke BW. Phone 871-5%82.
SPEEDOMETER AND Tachollleter Repair on Imported can. Elttopeau inatrtunenta. 117% B.,... Jlawr SE. ZK2711.
&/22

nor wishes to be involved with. "It
is essentially an appeal to the
government for more money," he
said. "Much more radical demands should be made on a political basis.'' He said the clearest
way to a program of betterment
is through something like the
Resistance.
Harris was asked if he knew
how many men had fled to Canada
to avoid being drafted. He said
the guess of certain people there
was 10,000, "but the situation
won't be ended by going to Canada," he claimed, "you've got to
stay and stand up to it.''
HE WILL GO on trial May
27th, for draft protest. He expects two years in prison. Harris
said the average sentence in California has been reduced to 18
months, with six months probation.
At one point Miss Baez explained the progress of her California school of non-violence. She
said weekend sessions with 25
students are planned for the summer. "We usually just sit on the
floor and discuss things. That's
why we're trying to keep the
classes small.''
She indicated that both she and
her husband are currently on a
speaking tour for the Reseistance.
She said she is giving some concerts along the way, however.
"We are representing non-violence and the brotherhood of man,
and we are acting out something
in our own lives," she said.
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20 Acapulco Trips by way
of Mexico City
' Round the World Trip
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Boat, Trailer and Motor
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FOR INTERVIEW AND INFORMATION
CALL 242-1609
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Italian-made

reg.
$369

$348

• 6.5 hp, 2 cycle engine
• 4-speed gear box
• heel-and-toe shifting
• front and rear brakes
• hand throttle
• up to 120 mpg
• midnight blue or apple red
Ask about Wards
Young· Adult Credit Plan
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3404 Constitution N.E.
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Concert

May 20--8:15

{m) Popejoy HaU
Reserved Seats $5.00, $4.00, $3.00
UNM Students $4.00, $3.00, $2.50
Sponsored by Students For Peace

Looking for a parking place?
Walking after you•ve found one?

Albuquerque Transit Buses cover all parts of the City and
will let you off at several points on Central between
Girard and University. The MEDICAL ARTS route actually cuts across campus; Roma to University to Lomas to
Stanford.

COLLEGE STUDENTS

EXICO

v. 7/Y-.o./ l'f

' !

125 cc
motorcycle

If you have temporarily discontinued
your education until fall and
if you are available immediately
we can offer you interesting

W
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TAKE
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SAVEl
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Our Seventy-first Year of Editorial Freedom

90 Winrock Center - 298-1831

AAA-1 COMPANY
HAS
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
FOR
MEN and WOMEN 18 to 25
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Poor Advised •• •
(Continued from page 1)
"It is time for the American
Indian to come to the front, because he has been eitting too
long.''
MAD BEAR ATACKED the
U.S. Government for breaking its
treatiee with the Indians. One
such treaty was signed with the
Seneca Indians by George Washington, and guaranteed them
their land ''for as long as the
grass grows green and the river
flows free.'' But Mad Bear said
the treaty was broken in the
1960's, along with others affecting
Indian tribes across the nation.
The rally concluded in a revivallike atmosphere generated by the
speeebee of both Abernathy and
his secretary. A call for donations was made, and they came
giving nearly $2000 cash, ehecks,
rings, watches, and jewelry. "It's
beautiful • • • it's beautiful said
Abernathy's secretary.

.t>RONADo

PATRONIZE THE ALBUQUERQUE TRANSIT SYSTEM

NEW MEXICO l~OBO
Subscription Rates- $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

Lock Gets Jailed
On Draft Charge,
Released on Bond
New Mexico Resistance leader
Larry Lack was arrested by the
F.B.I. in New Orleans Monday
for refusal to submit to induction
and to report for a physical examination.
He was also charged for not
having a draft card. Lack was
the organizer of the New Mexico
Resistance and was in New Orleans to testify in the trial of H.
Rap Brown.
Lack was subpoenaed by the
government to testfy as a witness
for the prosecution, Before coming to New Mexico he had worked
for the Los .Angeles Free Press
where he published an interview
with Brown. He was to testify
about Brown's comments in the
article.
Lack was released from testimony by the U.S. attorneys in the
case and then served with a warrant for his arrest on draft evasion charges by the F.B.I.
Local Resistance leaders charged that the arrest was "simply
a move to get him out of New
Mexico. They're afraid to arrest
him here," they said.
Lack will be araigned in Baltimore today upon arrival there.
Bond has been set at $2,400, according to New Mexico Resistance
leaders whom Lack contacted
after his arrest.
According to United Press International, U.S. Commissioner
Fritz Windhorst said Lack had
been free on $250 bond Monday.
Lack began organizing the Re.;
sistance in New Mexico at the
first of the spring semester here.
That effort culminated in the
large anti-draft demonstration
staged before the Albuquerque
induction center April 2. More
than 200 persons gathered for
that protest.
Lack's commitment to the
ideals of Resistance came after
he interviewed the founder of the
Resistance, David Harris, fol' the
L.A. Free Press. Since that time
he has been active in the organization, participating in such demonstrations as the Century City
protest in Los Angeles last summer.

Senate to Better
Course Appraisal
States Jim Dines
Jim Dines, ASUNM president,
said today that the Student Senate would take definite steps toward getting out a fair and comp r e h en s i v e course evaluation
guide by the fall of '6!J, hue said
that faculty cooperation would be
a critical factor in doing so.
The faculty, by a hand vote two
months ago, had voted against
further cooperation with the student body for course evaluation
because of the failings of Insight
'68.
It failed to present a fait· appraisal of instructors and their
courses, :failed so remarlmbly that
it alienated even those instructors
(Continued on page 2)

·-·
·-·

Problems of U.S.
Are Woy of Life
Soy 2Resistors
By ALLEN BUCHANAN
David Harris, speaking on the
mall yesterday with his wife,
Joan Baez, said that all men are
brothers and should choose to
stand together rather than separate under a flag or a notion of
nation.
He insisted that the problems
within this country cannot be
pinned on any politician. "What
we see going on today is an extension of what the American way
of life has become," he said, " ...
a way of life that spreads death,
destruction, and misery throughout the world.''
Also speaking was Ira Sandpearl, head of the institute for
non-violence in California.

DAVID HARRIS, a founder of the nation-wide
Resistance to the draft, speaks his piece w about
600 UNM students on the mall. Harris attempted
to explain his philosophy of non-violence and
brotherhood and then fielded questions with his

wife, Joan Baez, and the director of her non-violent institute, Ira Sandpearl. The trio held forth
hom 1 p.m. until al56iit 2:30'p.rii;~lreSday, leaving then to fly on to their next speaking date for
the Resistance. (Lobo Photo by Burton)

By Students

U. Advisors Ranked Low
Students queried here yesterday ranked UNM advisors low.
The questions was, "How do
you feel about the advisor system and what has been its effect
on you?" Most of the students
preferred not to have their names
appear in The Lobo. One said,
"You can get in trouble around
here for a lot less.''
The answers:
A UNIVERSITY College freshman said his first semester advisor was no help at all. "My
advisor for this semester is good.
I can see him most anytime and
he has the answers to my questions," he said.
A graduate student said, "They
really goofed me up. I had some
deficiencies to make up and they
never gave me any information
on how to go about it. I got most
of my information from other
students."

ANOTHER UNIVERSITY College freshman said, "Sometimes
you feel they don't have time for
you. I have a sister in school here
and she helps me solve my problems.''
A senior in biology said, "You
do a lot of harm by having an
advisor who doesn't know what
he's talking about. Freshman advisors son't even know the requirements for Arts and Sciences
or if they do, they are not giving
out the information. The biology
department advisors are good.''
A JUNIOR IN medical technology said she sees her advisor

only at registration. "They neither hurt nor help me," she said.
A sophomore in biology said
an advisor loused up his schedule
pretty badly during his freshman year. "There are some good
ones," he said.
A RECENT GRADUATE said
that anyone who listens to an advisor should have his head examined. "Work out your program
and just let him initial it-that's
what they're for," he said.
A junior in economics laughed
when asked about his advisor. "I
see him at registration for as
(Continued on page 2)

MISS BAEZ said that American youth have been raised on
two levels. One is to learn that it
is "nice to be nice, and be gentle,
loving, and grow up to be Good
Joes.''
"But then the nation state
moves in," she went on, "asking
that the young males sacrifice
everything . . . religion, family,
. . • all for the nation state.''
Harris attacked the government as an "expression of the
people's mentality in this country. It is not a power elite . • .
and to engage in the same thing,
but under a different flag, is useless.''
CONCERNING THE IDEA of
a free man, he said that one
cannot be free when he carries a
draft card. "And you can't be a
free man by simply staying out
of jail," he added. "Fmedom relates to the person's own capacity
as a human being."
He also spoke of a person's
ability to "liberate" others, even '· •
those he might consider his enemy.
"You don't liberate them by
shooting them," he said, "but by
affirming their own humanity.''

Local Speakers

Riots in America
To Be Discussed
Are you concerned about riots
in America? ATe you interested in
what the U.S. Riot Commission
Report has to say?
The public is invited to a free
discussion of the commission's
report, to be held at 8:15 p.m.
Thursday at the Kiva.
Sponsoring t1JC discussion is the
UNM Co 11 e g e of Education.
Speakers will be Professor Dorothy Cline of the UNM Departm~nt of Political Science; Deputy
Chief James LaRue of the Albuquerque Police Department; Paul
Phillips, lawyer; and Professor
Albert W. Vogel of the College of
education.

"I SPEAK on the assumption
of what you and I have as tools,"
said Harris, "tools beyond any
political strategy. What we possess is a life, and what matters is
how you live that life from day
to day.''
He complained that the lives of
young men in this country are
"the property of the state.'' And
the draft card "is a pledge uF•
murder for the state, when and
where it decides.''
The draft card teaches a way
of thinking, he claimed, one
which imposes a pattern of fear
on the life of the owner. "That
fear is a trap, a cage, and an oppression that men have been bound
in," he said. "And the roots of
America's blindness to its own
murder and destruction aTe placed in fear . . • I think it's time
to take a step out of that fear.''

THERE :WERE many cameras at the Baez-Harris rally on the mall
Tuesday, but this unidentified photographer seemed to be more interested in the faces in the crowd than in the celebrities at the microphones. After shooting several rolls of film of the crowd, he left the
mall through the Union, (Lobo Photos by Burton)

AT TIMES, Hanis was pressured to give an explanation of
his idea of defense. "If you wish
to defend freedom," he said, "you
must first be free. If you want to
defend humanity, you must first
be humane ..• that is a meaningful notion of defense.''
Speaking of the Resistance,
Harris explained: "We choose to
live in the message of brothe:t·hood. Each life is a brick, constructing a new house for man
, •• one that is without misery.''

Wedll4l8day, May 22,1968
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Hozhon Coffee House Varies 'Show'

'Available Friday

Last Thunderbird
To Feature Play,
Drawings, Poetry

~

Are You Ready
Will You Be Ready Next Year

Short stories, drawings, photograplts, lind a play are featured
in the final issue of this year's
Thunderbird, which is available
Friday, 11-Iay 24, at the Union.
An article on creative lithography and how a lithograph is
made appears under the by-line
of Professor Garo Antresian,
UNM professor of a1·t.
The 48 page literary magazine,
produced by UNM students, is
"lots of fun to read," said editor
Mary Alinder,
"The Hog Killing" and "The
Sound Clogged Her Mind," are
two short stories by Simon J.
Ortiz. Three other short stories
are included, George Sefcik's
"One Act Play" depicts student
life at UNM. A host of characters
denote a humorous vein in the
university situation.

•

Finals

finals

Start preparing this summer by
learning to increase your reading
speed three times or more with improved comprehension.

READING DYNAMICS, register
for the course scheduled in your
home town this summer. Be ready
for finals next year.

.----GUARANTEE:-----.

last class ended with an average reading rate
of 1785 words per minute with 81 per cent
comprehension.

We guarantee to refund the entire tuition of any student
who after completing minimum class and study requirements, does not at least triple his reading efficiency as
measured by our beginning and ending tests.

(Continued from page 1)
brief a time as possible," he said.
As for action in the near future
on the Senate committee's recommendations, faculty spokesman
Dr. Hubert Alexander indicated
that change would come slowly.
"It's something we haven't considered before. Certainly we don't
want to perpetuate a bad system,"
he said.
Alexander explained that the
need for reform would have to
be considered in various committees, including the Faculty Policy ·
elommittee and "p e r h a p s the
Committee on the University."
Either could make recommendations to the faculty that could
then be voted on and, if passed,
suggested for approval to the
administration.
"When change is demonstrated
to be necessary," he said, "the reaction is usually favorable."
UNM President-designate Ferrel Heady told The Lobo that he
e x p e c t e d his administration
"would be receptive to reconsideration of advisement changes."
He said that he didn't consider
it "proper or wise to bypass the
faculty" in attempting to effect
change.

Our courses everywhere are geared to college studentsot We spend
time teaching rapid reading in
technical materials. Practice sessions are scheduled for studying
textbook and work materials.

L5·1668

Name ----------------------------

Address

. .

.........

ATTEND AFREE
DEMONSTRATION
.----DEMONSTRATIONS-----.

write: Cursos Temporales
Filosofia, UNAM
Mexlea 20, D.F.

90 Winrock Center- 298-1831

Albuquerque, Mon., June 10-Tues., June 18
Exc. Sat. & Sun.
4:00 & 8:00 p.m., 207 Dartmouth NE
Albuquerque, Sat., June 15
2:00 & 4:00 p.m., Town Hall, Coronado Center
Espanola, Friday, June 14
6:15 p.m., 1st Nat. Bank of Rio Arriba,
Community Room
Los Alamos, Wed., June 12, 7:00 & 8:30 p.m.
Fri., June 14, 8:30 p.m. only
Los Alamos High School Library

Evelyn Wood

Please send me
'-.
information concerning the
on~)..
Evelyn Wood READING DYNAMICS COURSE
being offered in my area this summer.
I understand I am under no obligation,
My address this summer will be:

1

'

Univ. of Mexico Summer Seulon

125 cc
motorcycle

reg.
$369

or shopping? Eat ot

'

SOCK IT TO YOURSELF

will be an effort made to provide
training for students in such professional fields as education and
journalism.
COURSES WILL be offered
this fall in Spanish, Portugese,
history, Ibero-Arnerican studies,
Latin American ntudies, and sociology. During the second semester, course offerings will include
Spanish, anthropology, !heroAmerican studie:~, history, and
journalism.
In addition, students will be
able-and encouraged-to take
at least one approved course in
an Ecuadoren university,
"There is enough flexibility in
the program so that students with
special requirements may be able
to work out satisfactory arrangements," Dr. Nason said. "But it
is important that they let us at
the language and area center
know about them as far in advance of the opening of the fall
semester as possible."
THE FACULTY at the Quito
Center will consist of two UNM
professors-one of whom will be
Dr. Sabine Ulibrri, professor of
Spanish who will be director of
the operation in Ecuador during
its first year, and high qualified
Ecuadorean educators.
During the fall semester, the
second UNM faculty member will
be Dr. Robert Norris, a history
professor. He will return at the
close of the semester, to be replaced during the spring semester by Dr. Karl Schwerin, an anthropologist.
The university is providing
classroom and office facilities for
the Center in Quito. Arrangements are being made for students to board with Ecuadorean
families.
TOTAL COSTS including air
fare to Ecuador, will be about
the same as for students living on
campus at Albuquerque. Tuition
and fee charges will be identical.
Various UNM Student Aid plans
will be pplicable.
Jet-tourist fare from Albuquerque to uito is about $167. However, since all students are . not
likely to be in Albuquerque during the summer, ;plans have been
made for those planning to attend the Andean Center to gather
at Miami International Airport
for a special flight to Quito, the
cost of which is about $76 one
way.

give your clothes
Sanitone
Professional care!
Call 243-5671

700 llroodway NE
200 Wyoming SE

twice that many, but it was
rainy."
The audience seemed to have
come to talk, laugh and watch the
show. They were young, with
many UNM students present. The
oldest person in the room was
about 35.

AMERICAN NATIONAL
INSURANCE CO.
Offers you
A life insurance career
with unlimited potential.
The best business prospects
available are provided for you
by our agency,
We offer the best financing plan
in the industry. A preliminary interview will be held at the
First National Bank Building East Central Branch. Call 2657500 for appointment.
American National is the Worlds Sixth Largest In Ordinary Life

Champagne
Style #6196 For Her ..• $45.00
. Style #6197 For Him ••. $42.50

Baroque
Style #6206 For Her •.. $62.50
Style #6207 For Him •.• $55.00

Epicure
Style #6198 For Her ... $47.50
Style #6199 Far Him., .$52.50

Alhambra
Style #6208 For Her .. , $65.00
Style #6209 For Him, .. $57.50

Lovesick? .ij : Take two
before bedtime.
From Coast to Coast
the Leader in serving
the Insurance Needs
of College Men

and Women

IMPERiAL WEDDING BANDS BY COLUMBIA
AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY AT

gJ~~ceJ-ctJ~
JEWELERS

Fidelity Onion Life

6609 Menaul Blvd. N.E.

268-4480

(Across Menaul from Coronado)

Italian-made

Downtown for o .,_

' .

UNM students who are interested in spending next year at
UNM's new Andean Study and
Research Center in the capital of
Ecuador should contact the language and area center for Latin
American Studies as soon as possible. The office is in Ortega Hall.
A preliminary deadline for registration for classes in Quito next
fall has been set for May 30. Beyond that date, students will be
accepted only on a "space-available" basis.
Dr. Marshall Nason, director
of the language and area center,
urges interested students to make
their plans known as early as
possible, especially if there are
any problems in connection with
the studies they hope to pursue in
Quito.
THE ANDEAN Center program is designed primarily for
juniors, seniors, and graduate
students. Its purpose is to give
the students direct exposure to
Latin American culture and society while at the same time providing avenues for fulfillment of
normal UNM degree requirements.
Dr. Nason said the Center academic program will meet requirements for undergraduate or graduate degrees in Spanish and
Spanish-American literature, Latin American studies, and the
following social science fields offering concentrations with Latin
American emphasis: anthropology, economics, history, political
science, and sociology. There also

blue and red paint. An Indiar1
symbol for god is on the door.
The singer was Kell Robertson,
performing songs of "retC"hing
reality,"
The night was rainy and Robertson's songs were accented by
cars splashing in the street in
front of Hozhon.
Robertson sang a folksong "direct from the Caravan East," a
local western night club, and then
sang 'A Frog Went A-courting.'
The audience of college age people was asked to not~ that a frog,
"this is no toad," would be "concerned" if he was trying to ride
a horse while burdened with a
sword and a pistol, as described
in the song.
Robertson finished and Audrey
Pascual, general manager of Hozhon, said that three people from
the audience would play after a
short break.
A girl with shoulder length,
wavy hai:r, wearing a floor length
black velvet dress, was the singer.
Two men joined her. One, with
five-inch sideburns and rimless
glasses, played guitar. The other,
wearing a beard and a tie, played
banjo.
They sang folksongs, enjoyed
their music with the audience.
Members of the audience often
perform, said Audrey, a 20-yearold art major at UNM.
Name performers, including
Robertson, the Neo-Classic Jazz
Quartet (which plays exclusively
at Hozhon), and David Levine
have played there.
The crowd of 45 was less than
usual, said Audrey. "We expected

(Classes in Las Cruces will begin' the week of July 8)

"

Students I II

OPEN 24 HOURS
105 Ctntral N.W. .247-8626

Latin American Program
Is Available for Students

PREPARE
FOR

(Continued from page 1)
whose courses it gave good reviews.
Dr. Jack Campbell, chairman of
the anthropolgy dept. and head
of the committee on the University, had, with a handful of faculty still sympathetic to the project, picked up the pieces of that
failure and refined it to a point
where it would be acceptable to
both students and fa:ealty.
However, feeling~> were still
running so high by the time this
improved program was presented
for a vote to the faculty two
months ago, that the "firebrands"
and those burnt by Insight's lack
of insight, voted it down.
Although Dines says that "the
faculty has won the battle, but the
war is still waging," it may be a
long time before the Senate can
lobby enough faculty to make the
next battle run any differently.

Hozhon, which opens each Friday and Saturday night at 8:00
p.m., has a 50 cents cover charge,
which includes coffee. Cola and tea
are extra.
The coffee house, called "Hozhon" from a Navajo word meaning "peace and beauty," has a
single, dim light over the door at
1802 Central SE. The windows
are covered with peeling brown,

For Ecuadorean Study

THIS SUMMER

U. Students Rote
Advising System

'·

By HAROLD MORGAN
The milky appearance of the
cigarette smoke, created by blue
and red spotlights on the singer
is the first sight upon entering
the hozhon coffee house.
The small room is dominated
by the lighted stage that may
support a folksinger, jazz quartet,
poetry reader, lecturer or play
depending on the weekend.
'

'

Senate to Better
Course Appraisal
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Zlpt_ _ __

READING DYNAMICS

"

Sponsored by Lyceum

"207 Dartmouth NE

"

Albuquerque. New Mexico
Please call 265-6761

$348

• 6.5 hp, 2 cycle engine
• 4-speed gear box
• heel-and-toe shifting
• front and rear brakes
• hand throttle
to 120 mpg
• upmidnight
blue or apple red
•
Ask about Wards
Young Adult Credit Pion

·'
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Uy l\tl'l'CllRt. NOONAN
Edmm.tion la ono of the most
lmportnnt institutions of our so-

dt'ty.. Dt.'mo~·rncy depends upon
an infot•nwd and intelligent popuhtii\

uot only to elect its leaders

but to 'Produce them. Poverty,
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Happy Dead Week

DEAD WEEK, or "closed period" as the L£..~I catalog calls
it, is designed to curb any activities that might interfere
with the business of studying for ftnaTI exammations. For
that reason all social and extracurnc'•rar eampus activities
are forbidden.
The Lobo is 6""--e '"ii t~ :s:e aetiTI:ties that detracts the most
of all from the ei!srts r::f f:::s staffers to study for any kind
of examination. kid S9 Tne Lobo is dead once again, though
only temporarily, so that the purpose of dead week might be
served.
BUT IT DOESN'T rea11y work; dead week is popularly the
• time of bonus or just extra assignments in readings, papers,
and late midterms and make-ups. There just isn't much
closed time available for study-indeed in some cases the
reverse would seem true.
The Lobo would like to see a true dead week initiated at
UNM, and we don't see very much chance of it happening
through any official or regular channels. That could take
years.
WE NEED IT NOW. And so we make this individual pitch
to any instructor, teaching assistant or professor-please
won't you initiate dead week at UNM?
If enough professors called off classes for the dead week
we're contemplating here, we might be willing to give each
of them the credit for getting the ball rolling.
IT IS USUALLY students who are the sources of innovative ideas on college campuses, and this has been coming
true at UNM lately-but we'd gladly bow out this time in
favor of a little cooperation from the faculty.
Student accomplishments might easily pale beside the
benefits of a true dead week. Such credits as committee membership reform, Union efficiency, course evaluation support,
and criticism of advisory systems would surely tarnish as
soon as the value of dead week had been seen.

***

***

WE'VE SAVED THIS until last, as a kind of final word to
graduating seniors and called-up graduate students: as The
Lobo told its 1951 students in the same situation, "Old
.. ,. soldiers never die-but a lot of young ones do."

succl.'ss, happiness, and one's
contribution to the society have
all been shown to have a direct
relation to education.
EducatiQn is also one of the
most critich:ed institutions of our
society. Debate ranges from
teachers salaries to academic
freedom, from old fashioned, outdated techniques to overly mod·
ern TV classrooms.
YET A GREAT part of this
great debate overlooks the basic
principle of education: are students getting educated? Many
educators of today would say no.
Dr. Harvey Powelson of Berkeley, in his article for the "U.S.
News and World Report," said
"Finally \miversity officials recognize that something is wrong
somewhere. Faculty and students
have recognized this situation for
a long time."
IF YOU WERE to take a look
at classes at UNM today, what
do you think you would find? Students know the answer to that
question. The vast majority are
"tell-'em-and-test-'em" classes. In
this type of class the professor
lectures rapidly and has such a
tight schedule that all queries
must be delayed until after class.

Bema is signed, g'IJ.est editoml
opinion, 1wt 'lteaesswrily refleatintJ
tlw i!WWil of The Lobo.

Either that or the lecture is so
slow, repetitious and simple that
any question is strangled along
with interest at its birthright.
The material of the lectures is of
interest to the ;professor, as a
professor.
However, there are a few classes 'of another type. Dr. Ingram's
introductory government class,
questions are encouraged. Dr. Ingram has obviously made attempts to be interesting and draw
the students into the material itself. If a student makes a suggestion as to procedures in lecture or on an exam, one would
almost be sure to bet it is being
considered - seriously. Outside
reading is aimed at being relevant to class work though it may
not especially be tbe same.
EXAMS .ARE not of one particular type, though they are related in that they draw all of
one's knowledge of a subject from
lecture or reading and ask the
student to formulate a prQposal,
a law, or a decision while he is
taking the test.
Serious students feel a personnal thrill and are reaily challenged when they are given information and then asked to formulate
their own judgments concerning
it. The personal significance and
challenge is more likely to cause
the material to be retained than
sheer and blatant memorization
would.
THERE ARE two noteworthy
cases here, which are .almost

LETTERS
. • • Gives Answer

EducationWhere Is It?

TO THE

I

Utopian displays of John Holt's
given philosophy. At Florid<~
Presbyterian C o 11 e g e in St.
Petersburg, students follow a
four-year plan of study built
around broad themes each year
western civilization, Asian
studies and "great issues."
THE OTHER UTOPIAN case
case as reported in "Time" involves an experiment conducted
at Purdue University during the
last two years and involving
5000 seventh grade students in 14
midwest cities. The test was an
effort to break the boredom of
repetitive drill in grammar, spell.
ing, vocabulary and composition.
lnatead, the students were immersed in some fairly difficult but
interesting works of literature on
the tl1eory that reading good
books that have interesting things
to say is a more natural way of
acquiring English than attacking
it superficially in fragments.
THE STUDENTS read such
books as "Hiroshima," "Diary of
a Young Girl," "Treasure Island,"
and the Bible's ''Book of Ester."
Then they discussed them, wrote
papers about them, and prepared
newspapers based on the stories,
At the end of the project, com·
pared with students in regular
classes, they showed superior
ability in reading comprehension,
understanding of words, and efwritten
expression.
fectively
They did as well as the regular
students in grammar and spelling.

EDITOR

events surrounding the issue, if
off the record comments were allowed, is beyond me.
Steven van Dresser

then, that Burton quoted the "off
the record" comment along with
the name of the member who ISal.d
it in his editorial on Friday. Students, faculty and administrators
beware, for Rob Burton has demonstrated his unscrupulousness.
Now it would seem to me that
the editor of any newspaper
should be concerned with objectivity and factual reporting.
However Burton took one statement made by a board member in
the course of a discussion completely out of context. Using this,
he slanted the story toward his
own view and unfairly criticized
a UNM administrator.
Burton e'Vidently managed to
ignore the rest of this administrator's logically sound arguments. Students, beware the editorials in this paper, for the editor has no use for objectivity.
Come now, Mr. Burton, don't
the students at UNM deserve to
judge important issues for themselves, based on factual reports
-of committee meetings?
Ross Perkal

To The Editor:
As a former member of the
Union Board and one who attended all of that board's meetings
Burton Criticized
concerning the p o v e r t y wage
levels of certain Union employees, To The Editor;
On Thursday, May 10, Union
I feel that I must comment on
Mr. Perkal's letJ;er to the editor Board held its final meeting of
(a copy of which I was given).
the year. On Friday, May 11, The
Lobo carried both a written reI must agree that there are
some ethical questions raised by port by editor Robert Burton and
the events of the Board's meet- an editorial concerning the meetings and subsequent coverage, ing. Let me relate some of the
however 1 do not think that any actual events of that evening.
A vote was takert on an issue
fault lies with The Lobo's report
which had been thoroughly disor editorial.
Mr. Bierbaum's "off the record" cussed at this meeting and th.'!
comment was hardly a point of preceding one. The vote was 6-3
clarification. It was either an with Burton (an outgoing board
argument or possibly a threat member }in the minority. During
wielded against the Associated th6 discussion, a member of th(.
Students. That it was well taken board asked to be allowed to make
is clearly shown by the vote of an "off the record" comment,
strictly for a point of clarifica6 to 3 which had been a vote of
tion. The :Point was well taken by
3 to 4 at the previous meeting.
Any public official who attempts the board and the member asked
to affect public policy of a public Burton, by name, that the comboard in an open .meeting with ment not be printed.
It seems to me highly unethical
private comments deserves to be
exposed.
The Lobo certainly should inform the students of what really
happened at any committee meeting. To do otherwise would be
Published daily eXcept Tuesday~ eVer)f rcglllar w""k ot til~ Univ~l'!lity year by the
highly unethical and would be Board o£ Student Publications o[ tbc A!!l!OCi~tted Student.. oC the Univel'8ity o( N.w
Sccond·cl,.... pOB!agc paid at Albuquerque, New Mexico. Printed by the UNM
tantamount to committing fraud. 'Mexico.
Printing Plant. Subscription rate: $4.50 lor the gchool year. The ovinion~ c><Prc>sed on
Senator Perkal would be ex- tl•c editorial vag.,. o( The New M<!Xico Lobo do not nec.,oarlly represent the vieW!! o(
tremely naive if he thought that tho Asooel..ted Students or the Unive.,ity,
committee minutes were a factual Editor-in-Chief ----------------------------------- Robert Burton
report of all the interrelated deal- Managing Editor -------------------------·--------Reuben Valdez
ings that went on at the Union Business Manager -------··----"----.. ----··--..----··-- Richard Pfaff
Board meeting. That Bierbau'IIl'S Sports Editor --------------------------------------Wayne Ciddio
comment does not appear in -the News Editor ----··-----------.. ----··-~-- .. ----··--..--.... Grant Harvey
minutes, "on the record," does not Assistant Editor -------------------------..-----..-- Sarah Laidlaw
mean it did not occur.
Photographers ------~--- Roger Scott, John :Miloglav, Sally Jackson
Certainly we deserve to judge Cartoonists ~--------------------------- Bill Olson, Frank Jacome
important issues; how we are to Reportets ----- ·-----------~-------- Allen Buchanan, Mike Perry,
get a complete picture of the
John Underhill, Dan Brumbelow
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Greek System Not All Play;
Grades Are Also Important

By GARY PEDERSON
"The nationals have reaDy givNearly all the desks in Mitehell en us help in CQntrolliDg hazing,;"
Hall bear the wear and tear that said Naylor, "Jf they find any
university desks will get in 20 hazing going on, tbey'JI step in
years. But a closer study of the and pull the fraternity's charter.'"
THE ANCIENT Grwks tried to
desks shows a myriad of Greek
letters overlapping, intertwining round out men in both mind and
body. The UNll fraternities try
and jumbled.
Behind those letters on this to do much the same. Gnek men
campus are 13 fraternities which, participate in an intram1mlls..
on a national basis, date back to They also must participate in
scholarship.
the Civil War years.
To be initiated into any chapter
The fraternity system on the on campus a DJeDJ1Jer must make
UNM campus as of April, 1968 a 2.2 grade ;point average and his
made up 6.2 percent of the male initiation must be cleared by the
enrollment, 500 men of 8,000.
dean.
MEN JOIN fraternities for a
The fraternities must maintain
number of reasons: perhaps to a certain grade poiut average or
meet new friends or to be with they can be put on soeial probatheir own friends, maybe they tion - which means JJO ~
just want to meet girls or go to They also have to be above the
parties. But joining today is All Hens Average (A v A )
probably not as hard as it was which is found by oom.putiDg the
three decades ago.
average grade point of aD men
Thirty years ago, they say, to on campus. If a fraternity fails
get into a fraternity a man bad to make the A.1f.A.. after two
to swalloy a live goldfish or eat semesters on campus, it may lose
oysters on a string and have its charter.
them pulled· back up. That may
THE FRAT.ERNITIES on camhave been true then but it's not pus all send delegates to the Intrue today. The hazing that goes terfraternity Council. The LF.C.
on at the UNM campus is at a. helps to c:Qntrol the actions of the
minimum, the fraternities say.
fraternities. They set Rush rules
"WE DON'T lilke to find hazing and can c:Qntrol the ehartezs: of
on this campus," said William C. chapters that faD below' the 25
Naylor, Assistant Dean of Men. membel: mark.
"I don't think hazing has any
When a fraternity man or the
value if there is a chance that a
fraternity
itself needs censure.
man might be hurt."
the
I.F.C.
conduct
c:Qmrnitb!e reIn the past 10 years the naviews
the
case
and
the offender
tional offices of the fraternities
can
be
put
on
social
probation
or
have been cracking down on Hellbe
suspended
from
school
by
the
week during initiation. They
have taken action bcca'llse of the committee without ta\ing the
physical danger in paddling, g~ dean.
The main task of LF.C. is to
ing without water and lack of
show
and tell tbe campus of the
sleep. The fraternities at UNM
insist they use no overt physical
action.

FUN

FUN

FUN

TBUIDBIBUtD SWlli-&TII·;
~

2023 COLUMBIA SE
Swimming -Tennis·
Diving - Gymnastics

Lessons for all ages
Sauna Baths - Parties

247-9677

.•.

•
commg

FRIDAY

fraternity values.. The group can
also decide what frlltemities can
and cannot come on campus.
lT HAS BEEN said the fraternity men are only the rich and
sn®b1 males on campns, but
that's not the whole truth any-

more..
•'FJoaternity men are not snobbish anymore," said Dean Naylor. "'Nor are they the richest
me~~. The entire population of
the campus :is represented in the
various fraterl!ities.."
If a. man on th.e UNM campus
wants to join a fraternity, he can
go through rush and hope to get
a bid from the fraternity he
wants to join. If he does get a
bid he lriD go through a semester
as a pledge which will cost him on
the a"Rrage $5(1.
IF BE KAKES his 2.2 grade
point he may then be initiated by
the chapter and be an active
member. The usual initiation fee
is between $80 and $100, After a
man is an active member, his
dues are on the average, $22 a
month. This means that if a man
pledges a fraternity his freshman
year and tarns active in one semester, he wi11 spend approximately $'192.00 in a four year

Availablt> at Unil>n Coat Roe>m

Bonus forty-eight page issue
Short Stories -Poetry - Art
and more

RK STUD

NEW

of drawing, painting and sculpture
An intensely concentrated working environment created by
artists and students.
Faculty: Mercedes Matter, Dean of Faculty
Leland Bell, Cajori, Finkelstein, Geist, Guston, Hare, McNeil,
Resnick, Meyer Schapiro, Spaventa, Vicente,
Visiting Faculty: Carone, Heliker, K'atz, King, Poons, Rosati.
F~culty lecturers: Ashton, Morton Feldman, Leo Steinberg
Many colleges give their students studio credits for work
done at the Studio School
Catalog on request

N.Y. 10011

New Yo

stay.
"The role of fraternities is now

changing from beer drinking to

campus activities and scholarship," Dean Naylor says. He does
net want to see the Greek system
dissolve.
"THE FRATERNITIES provide a spirit and enthusiasm that
you just can't find on a campus
without them," said Naylor. "Life
won1d be taken out of this campus without fraternities.''

If the last time you
met a new face

was Fall Registration • • •

ERS!

Tickets Available
For UNM Events
Students tickets are still avail~
able for the 1968.69 season of
cultural entertainment at UNM
Popejoy Hall. Tickets are sold
out in some price ranges, but good
seats are still available for all
performances, said hall director
Bill Martin.
Six Broadway hits, four major
programs of dance, music and
theater, experimental films, travel
adventure programs, and a per~
forming arts film series will be
featured during the season.
Improvements on Popejoy liall
this spring will increase the audience's enjoyment of the performances. An accoustical pad for
the orchestra pit will reduce the
''bounce" and give the performers a chance to dominate in
musicals. A shot-gun mike will
pick up sound at a long range.
Among the Broadway hits presented will be "Fiddler on the
Roof," and "Black Comedy.'' Included in the experimental films
and performing arts film series
is Gilbert and Sullivan's new
production of "The Mikado,"
Laurence Oliver in "Henry V,"
the Bolshoi Ballet Co. production
of "Cinderella" and a Marx Brother's Fun Fest entitled ''Duck
Soup and Horse Feathers.''
Information about the purchase
of season tickets may be obtained
:from UNM Popejoy Hall box
office.

ThUnderbird

.•... we think you'd enjoy meeting the
students who live at The College Inn.
Meeting new people ond making new friends
comes natural. A wide range of interests,
backgrounds and hobbies exists among the
residents of The College Inn. Besides
meeting new people, we think you'll like
the food, the maid and linen service,
private parking, being close to campus,
color 1V and much more of what The College
Inn has to offer. Reservations are now
being taken forfall, 1968.

Now
At
A
New
Location
Twenty
to
exciting new performance

models choose from. With
-exciting new features-exciting new styles. There's a Yamaha
Exciter to meet every wish and wallet- for street, scrambles or
trail. Come in and ride out with one of these thoroughbreds
today.And
on your kind

•

....

ofterms!

It

INTERMiniONAl COUOIAliON • Sll>ICt 1N7

B~
4724 Menaul Blvd. NE

303 Ash N.S.

YAMAHA SAlES

243-2881

Phone 255-0237

Falstaff beach towels
Listen. Chief, it's like this: $3.00for one, and
$2.75 each for two or more.
Believe it! It's true! Full-color, real high·class works
of art on bright, white terry ••• 3' wide by 4' high
(or 4' wide by 3' high) •
You need, right? Right! So send us some money
fast. Please use the coupon which we promise not
to bend, staple or mutilate.
loear P.O. Box 3816, Stlouis, Mo. 63122:

I or metwo~
girl-design, _
man•design towels
one
I
or more
$2.75
I NAMI~-------------------------------------- I
I
AODRE·~----------------------------------Rush
$3,

srAiE,

for

each.

at

for

ZIP·----::T"'ht~soH=<>r:-~o-.-td-:-,.-.-heta,. ,. . ptoh-.:-: : -tbi" te-.-d,-M---.-..---..J
-.tu-rot" t-r.- .
~
-·· - - - - -
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McLaughlin Leads U. Batters
Senior first baseman Mike MeLaughlin has won the 1968 Lobo
batting crown according to final
game statistics released yesterday by Sports Information Director Eddie Groth.'
McLaughlin led the Lobos this
season with a .350 batting average on 63 hits in 180 times at bat.
McLaughlin had ten doubles,
three triples one homerun, 25
runs batted 'in, and scored 39
runs. McLaughlin stole three
bases walked 22 times, and
struck out 16 times during the
· season.
SECOND BASEMAN Jim Palmer was a close second in the
team batting race with a .338
average on 46 hits in 136 times at
bat. Palmer had eight doubles,
four triples, and one home run,
led the team in runs batted in
with 31, and scored 27 times.
Greg With, senior third baseman, was third on the list with a
.308 average, followed by shortstop Jim Johnson with a .294~
left-fielder Dickie Baldizan at
.252, and centerfielder G 1 en
Schawel at .226. Johnson led the
Lobos in triples with 11,
IN THE PITCHING department, senior righthander Bob
McAulay record
led the and
Lobos
with a1.44
9-2
won-loss
a tough
earned run average. McAulay
gave up 16 earned I'uns in 99 2/3
innings of work and struck out
128 enemy batters.
The next lowest earned run
average was compiled by relief
pitcher Greg MacAleese. Mac-

Former Scout

Johnston Named
frosh Cage Head
Jim Johnston bas been named
freshman coach for the 1968-69
basketball season by head Lobo
coach Bob King.
Johnston, a 1962 graduate of
Valley High School, p1ayed his
varsity basketball for King and
served as a graduate-assistant
coach and scout for the Lobos last
season.
J o h n s t o n will replace head
baseball coach Bob Leigh as freshman basketball coach. Leigh will
continue to work in the basketball
program as a scout.

Having Problems
With Your
Curriculum

Aleese had a 1.57 ERA in 28 2/3 lar season and finished wi~h a 6-6
innings of york, gave up five l~gue recor~. ~ew Mextco was
earned runs and struck out 25 Picked to ~msh m th~ confe:r;ence
men. MacAleese finished with a cellar .behmd. defendmg nat~onal
3-0 won-loss record.
c?ampton A:r;tzona State UmverSENIOR RALPH Sallee, the stty, and Anzona.
winningest Lobo pitcher until
Coach Leigh will lose three .of
mid-seaaon, finished with a 7-4 his top six hitters, McLaul!'hhn,
mark and posted a 2.90 earned With, and Baldizan, to graduarun average. Sallee gave up 29 tion but will have a strong nuearned runs in 90 innings and cleus of hitters and pitchers to
struck out 115 batters.
build next year's team around.
Other won-loss records were
New Mexico ehould be a ~op
Rick Bodle 5-2, Ron Sims 4-3, Ed contender for the WAC title
Reeder 3-0, Tom Sexton 2-1, again next year.
'
Chuey Armendariz 2-0, Jim
Kremmel 1-0, and Don Green~
~
street 1-1.
As a team, the Lobos outscored
opponents 244 to 173, outhit them
407 to 329, and beat them in runs
batted in by a score of 194 to 137,
3404 Constitution N.E.
~
The Lobos posted a .266 team ~
~
Near
Carlisle
~
batting average and held opponents to a ,215 average.
~
Study & Wash
~
NEW MEXICO completed its
Change Available
~
finest season ever with a 37-13 ~
~
At All Times
~
record and at one time climbed to ~
17
8 ~
seventh place in the nation's only ~ New Washers
Dryers ~
major college baseball poll.
~
The Lobos led the southern di- ~ Open 24 Hours !
·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
vision of the Western Athletic
Conference for half of the regu-

..................
~

Coin
Laundry

~

~

New Mexico Open

Gr~cery '?epartm~nt

for Evening Snack S\lpplies
Bread, Cookies, Milk,·
Sandwich Items

TONY BULL slams a two-fisted backhand across the net to an Arizona opponent as doubles partner Van Hill moves towards the net to
cover. Action took place at the Western Athletic Conference tennis
championships at Laramie, Wyo., last. weekend. After an opening round
defeat, Bull and Hill came back to win in the finals and spark the
Lobo tennis team to a 5-4 win over Arizona and clinch the league
tennis title,

Cd

FOR FA1HER"S DAY

Father's Day Gifts
Graduation Gifts
Greeting Cards
Magazines
Newspapers

By Wayne Ciddio
After this year, UNM coaches
will probably beg to have the
experts predict a rebuilding year
for their athletic teams. UNM
has never had a rebuilding year
like this one.
Aside from a dismal 1-9 football season, UNM teams won
W e s t ern Athletic Conference
titles in basketball, gymnastics,
and tennis, and finished respectably in the league in baseball,
golf, track, and swimming.

amtes.

Famous Name

Amtrlca's Most Wlltld ..., Mil
Ovtr 150 Tillll

Slim Fit Corduroy·------~

••1

In Tan

Olive
Light Blue
Now 4.78

At: associated

Summer Supplies
Sunglasses
Suntan lotions
Suntan Oils
Solarcaine for Burns
Coolers
Cold Cokes

Black Wing Tip

Brogues

Were 24.00
Now 12.00

students
bookstore

~clUB~r~&..-~..

Dress Shirts by

Career Club

\

"

Phone 265-8288
124 Washington S.E.

247

Aquinas Newman Center

Rusty Mitchell kept telling
everyone within hearing range
that his gymnastics team was
great, but nobody believed him
until the team won the conference
title for the first time in school
history. Tom Galioto made Mitchell's point little clearer when
he won a national championship
in the side horse event.
SPRING WAS full of surprises
too as Coach Bob Leigh's baseball team and Joe Ferguson's
tennis team shocked a few people
out of spring fever. The Lobo
baseball team set a school record
by winning 37 gam~ and barely
missing the conference southern
division title. Baseball 1968 at
UNM was supposed to be just
another one of those year's when
everyone plays out the schedule
and prays for rain.
The experts might think before
they speak next year.

1815 Las Lomas Road N.E.

]Baron of 1Beef
§;er\ltng tl1e ]~incst
'

§; f caks in 1\lhnqtterquc
for <ihosr ~-pt·rial O)rcasions

112 ltomm'i X,Ul. ]In

(I)J[I 'iiottm

\

"The Graduate"
Original sound track
Simon and Garfunkel

4.17

10 b 0

i
''

MENS SHOP
2120 Central S.E.

'

BELLAsHess
DEPARTMENT STORE

243-6954

Shop 10-9 Mon.-Fri.
9-9 Saturday
10-6 Sunday
Corner Menaul & Corlisle

MIRAGE
IS OUT

TODAY
Your 1967-68 yearbook may be picked up in front of the Journalism
Building, corner of Central and Yale, lJctwcen 8:00 a.m. and 4:30
p.m. There is no additional charge if you purchased an activity ~a.rd
both semesters. $2.50 will be charged for each semester an activity
card was not purchased.

Need Cash?

DRill

As a service to you we cash all UNM Students
t:hecks for cash. All you need is your Student I.D.
Card.

There once was a lady named Mitzi,
Engaged to a Fritz From Poughkeepsie.
But she bade him goodbye
When his Schlitz had run dry.
Said Mitzi: ••No Schlitzie, No Fritzie."

Tlu~

vN@IlJGGLEB
FINAL EDITION - HERE TODAY
LAST CHANCE - GET IT ANYPLACE

Open Until Midnight- Delivery Service
2132 CENTRA~ SE AT YALE

#9:.

Journalism Building, U-Drug, S.U.B., Yale St. Grasshopper, etc.
Phone 243-4446

In this issue Maid of May Pin-Up, Fashion Supplement,
Bunny Cartoon Strip, Albuquerque Promotional Material
and many more.
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ASCENSION OF OUR LORD INTO HEAVEN
MASSES: 7:001 11 :30, 12:30, 4:30, 5:30, 8:00

Columbia Records

Career

Margheritd M. Henning Ph.D.
Office Hours by Appointment

FIRST and GOLD

.

\

. - - - - - - - - - - Short Sleeve
Solids, Plaids, Stripes
Now 4.00

Service

$10.00

SPOTLIGHT
-- --- --

Career Club

Counseling

COMPLETE
OUTFIT
Includes, shirt
Cummerbund,
Suspenders,
Handkerchief,
Studs, Cufflinks, Tie and
Bouttonnlere.

~--~MPUS

I

Sport Shirts by

College

COAT and
TROUSERS
~6.50

TODAY ... IN THE BELLAS HESS

.

Consult

COACH BOB KING'S basketball Lobos were a sure shot to
be the conference doormat when
the 1967-68 season got rolling.
To the disappointment of the prognosticators, the Lobos literally
ran away with the WAC title,
posted a 23-5 season record, and
earned a berth in the NCAA Far
West Regionals.

RENT
A
TUX!

Thursday, May 23 - Holyday of Obligol'ion

UNM Rebuilding Year
Fooled Sports Buffs

Cliff's Notes help you when Ja.
need it most: (1) When you boi
down and can't understand a readIng assignment. (2) When you need
clear, concise Interpretation and
explanation In reviewlna for an
exam. Get the Cliff's Notes habit.
You'll gain a greater appreciation
of literature-and you'Ueamllettlr

Short Sleeve - - - - - - - - •
Solids, Tattersal Checks, Stripes
Now 4.00

or your Career?

New Mexico Open .champion
Chuck Milne won the New Mexico
qualifying for the U.S. Open Monday with rounds of 70-72 for a
two under par total of 142 at
Arroyo del Oso.
Milne, a freshman at UNM
from Salem, Ore., beat out UNM
assistant pro Bob Meiering by one
shot for the state's only berth
in the regional qualifying. Meiering had a 70-73-143.
Milne will play Monday, June
3 at the Green Gables Country
Club in Denver for one of approximately three positions in
the field of the U.S. Open to be
played June 13-16 in Rochester,
N.Y. Fourteen players will compete in Denver.
It was the second year in a row
that a UNM varsity golfer has
won the local qualifying.

Check Our

.----Fire Sale

t----------111111!'·

LOOK YOUR
BEST!

Won by U. Golfer

~
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of our Annual
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NEW IIBXICO LOBO

Dr Trier Honored
BY•I,r 1I·_n·cI Soc·lefy U~!!~__..

foundation Gives Listen to KUNM

1200 Students Waiting

Tutor Shortage Expected
During June, J uIYi August

A shortage of volunteer tutors
may deprive more than 1200
school children of the chance to
recover lost ground during the
summer months.
A survey made this week by
Mrs. Betty Harrison, coordinator
·of elementary counseling for the
Albuquerque Public Schools Title

Mirage Distributed
To Students-Today
The 1968 Mirage will be distributed at 12 noon today announced editor Leslie Argo Chase.
The annual can be picked up
by students in front of the journalism department. All students
will be asked to present their
student identification cards, before they can receive the annual.

Fr. Taylor Returns
The Father John Taylor, student and instructor in the engineering department of UNM between 1955 and 1961, returns to
Albuquerque next week after ordination in Iowa as a Dominican
priest. He will offer his first Mass
in the Newman Center Chapel on
May 30 at 7:30 p.m. Anyone
interested may attend.

I program, shows 1244 children in
27 public and nine parochial
schools in the county's poverty
areas wish to participate in a
summer tutorial program.
But a citizens group trying to
organize such a program was told
Wednesday requests for volunteer
tutors have met with little response and time is running out.
"I'M SURE more volunteers
will be forthcoming," said Joe
Willis, director of the Albuquerque Tutorial Council, "but organizing and coordinating even a
modest tutoring program takes
a great deal of time, and there
are only two weeks left before
the end of school!'
Roy Phillips, Title I counselor
at Longfellow and Coronado elementary schools, said that tutoring helps the tutor as much as it
does the child because it gives to
both a sense of accomplishment.
"Tutoring really appeals to people once they've tried it," he said.
Li>uis Martinez, general chairman of the group, proposed that
an aU-out effort be made during
the coming week to recruit volunteers including parents, senior
citizens, and students.
A desision to abandon or continue with the proposed program
will be made next Wednesday at
3:30 p.m. in a public meeting at
the Santa Barbara-Martineztown
Community Center, 1320 Edith
Blvd., N.E.

WANT ADS

HELP WANTED
·EDUCATION IS CHANGING, World's
largest education firm has developed a
program learning system and is now hir...
ing college students for fnD time snmmer
employment to present this system to
various individuals in New Mexico and
West Texas. Interested Stodents please
call between 11 and 1 at 268-0620. 5-22.
FOR SALE

SEARS MOTORBIKE: Excellent Condition, 1600 Miles. $100 or reasonable offer. Can Rosenblatt, 268-2001.
SEVEN BEDROOM, 4 bath home, including basement apartment. Located aeroos from Sigma Chi House. Corner lot
would provide parking on property.
Price includes all draperies. many articles of bousehod furnishings. $45,000.
Phone 243-3493.
AUTO INSURANCE too high? CaD
Farmer's today. 12 months to pay, 2992296.
5/22
FOR SALE
FOR SALE: 1966 BSA Mark ll Spitfire.
650 cc $800, Call 242-6919.
DUNE BUGGY VOLKSWAGON, EMPI
Body. Red. ExcelJent condition. Moving.
must selL See at 116* Columbia SE.
GOYA Classical Guitar. Call 242-2240. &k
for John.

LOOKING FOR AN A'l"rBACTIVE clean
reliable car! )(y power equipped, deluxe
RH 1960 Oldsmobile is an ~
nice one. Pbone 3«-24S3.
LIGHT, Portable Air cooler. Coolo, ftlteno,
ventilates. Top condition. Call 242-5468
atl2.,6.
HOUSE FOR SALE OR RENT. Smith
Sandia HiJJs-3 bedroom, 1~ bo.th.. Den
carpeting, Built-in ldteben. 1 :veer 1oue
with option to buy, $225 per month.
255-4057 or 255-50S3.
FOR RENT

SUB-LEASE aP&rtment, $75. mo. N""'
wan to wall carpet, quiet 2 bedroom, unfurnished. Call 265-4557 after 5" :00 p.m.
CJooe to UNll and Kirtland Base
NEW V ARSIXY HOUSE at 141 Columbia
SE. Deluxe fum. unib-twin 01' doable
beds. $115-120 including utilities. 2423080.
APT. FOR RENT, Carpet. wtlOd pane).
ing, modern famished. Available .June
2, thru A~ 31, $110 per month,
Utilities included, 205 Maple SE. 8421493.
5/22
PERSONALS
WILL THE GIRL at the h'brary door with
the boots and brown f!Yes, pJoue meet me
at the SUB info desk, Thnn.. or Toe. at
3:30,

SPEND SUMliER FREE at. a pilar ranchero. Unimproved but pic""'-tue adobe
boUBe, artistic setting, with fzout Jake..
No pay and no work-tam. water on and
ol[. Write Box 5011, Sants Fe, New Hex-

SERVICES

120 Yale S.E.
842-1413
I Ching or Book of Changes
Wilhelm/Baynes
$6.00
Maharishi The Guru
Ramparts (May Issue)

Wednesday, May 22,1968

.75
.75

We Are Many (new poems)
Pablo Neruda
$2.50
Back Country
Gary Snyder
$1.25
How To Stay Out of the Army
lynn
$1.25
Evergreen #55 Cesar Vallejo,
Ginsberg, Pound, Diane Di
Prima etc.
$ 1.00
Paris Review #42
Ginsberg, Whalen, Cendrars,
Aiken
$1.25
Guerilla Warfare
Che Guevara
$1.65
Dr. Spock On Vietnam
.75
Loves Body
Norman Brown
$1.95
Meditations of Maharishi
$1.00
Mahesh Yogi
New American Review
#3
$1.25
Revolution in the Revolution
Debroy
.95
Marijuana Papers
Solomon
$1.50
(Plus large selection of fine little press poetry books)

SWIIOIING PABTIES--Gr iuR plo.in
J>artieo. Facilities incJade IIWimmiD!r,
dancing, Bar-B-Q. YO!Jey ban etc. '/midnight, 10 to 500 - . , Life
Gnards provided. Thunderillrd SwimGym, 24.7-96'17.
SPEEDOMETER AND Tachometer Repair on imported cars. European in ..
struments. 117* Beyn Mawr SE. 265271L
5/22

i1$MS
Makers of Hanel Made
lndia11 Jeweii'J'
OLDTOWN

Sehool ~.~::!fbe;r!:~!r~

tion has awarded the department

ART

. . ll=llrv•ng
Mexican nners
and American Dishes

3 UNM Students
Receiving Awards
Three students at UNJ[ will
share a $250 award as winners
of the 1968 eighth annual :Reynolds Aluminum Prize for Architectural students from UNIPs
department of architecture..
The winners are Miquel C. H.
Guajardo, Chihuahua. llexieo;
Richard B. Moeller, Albuquerque;
and Richard R. Ruminski, Albuquerque.
The student prize, llilministered by the American Institute of
Architects, is offered for tlle "best
original architectural design in
which creative use of aluminum
is an important contributing Detor."
Guajardo's design was also entered in national competition. It
will be pres en ted during the
American Institute of Archil:eetll"
convention in Port1and. Oregon,
.Tune 24-27.

Students presenting ID cards will be granted a 10 per cent
discount

H

11 :30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. daily '
ours Open 'til 9 p.m. on Friday and Saturday nites
4901 lomas Blvd. NE
Phones 268-9231
255-5079

AAA-1 COMPANY
HAS
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
FOR
MEN and WOMEN 18 to 25
If you have 1emporarily discontinued
your education until fall and
if you are available immediately
we can offer you interesting
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

COlLEGE STUDENTS
that have had their 18th birthday

Newman Advisors
To Leave Campus
Two members of tlle Newman
Center staff, Fr. Thomas FI:JDD
and Sr. Thomas Aqoin, are being
transferred this falL Both have
been in UNM off-campus work for
years.
Fr. Flynn will teach philosophy
at University of Dallas. Sr.
.Thomas Aquin, Danforth scholar.
will join the University of Houston Newman Center staff.

will be considered
A MINIMUM
SAlARY OF

$UO MEN
$350 WOMEN

TO THOSE
WHO QUAliFY

$35,000 In Cash Scholar• ships
Acapulco Trips by way
• of20Mexico
City
$35,000 In Metd!andise
• Awards
the World Trip
• 68Round
Wagons
• Boat,1969Station
Trailer and Motor

•

and mony more prizes to those who excel! in their work

FOR INTERVIEW AND INFORMATION
CALL 242-1609

Robert F. Kennedy
Needs Your Help To
Win The Presidency

All inquiries should be made between 9 a . m. on· d 2 p.m.

I can assist in the summer by:

0

n

0
0
0
0

Attending Precinct Meetings
(June 15)
Working At Headquarters
Canvasing Precincts
Telephoning
Special Talents . . ........... .
Other ....................•.

................. ., .......

'"

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Rllturn To Ot Gall·
Citi>lens for !(en~
333 Osuoo Rd. N.W.
Albuq., N.M 671137
3#2373 or 344-2374

....... .

Name --------~ Campus Address - - - - - - - - Summer Address ------------~-----Tefe. - - - - - - - - - - - Summer Tale. - - - - - - - - - -

3?3.78{

Subscription Rates - $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

.

t(n3c(Ow
V·11

AlTENTION BRIDES TO BE

QUAlllY Wedding invitations and all
A doctor at the tJml
.....,. goods to lit your budget. Six
of Medicine is one of 50 ~ 900 of University funds, for the
c1ars
..me., all WOitr guaranteed.
in the United states honored this pun:ha.se of equipment for a new
year for his medi_eal resea.n;h_ by undergraduate laboratory.
Also a large selection of Graduation ·
the American Society for ClmM:al
This new laboratory will be
& Fatloer's Day Cord11, party and
Investigation.
_
composed of severa! :fully-instroeiftl. Slep and at Gnlham'•
Dr• .l~es S. Trier~ a gastro.. mented small seale proeesses
enterologi.o;t .~d ~te profes- whiclt will be used to verify and
H.. of HAlUMRK. 3501 l.olnas
sor of medicme, receiVed ASCI :reinfo:n:e tlle principlea and conBlvd. NE. :25.5-4989.
membership at .a ~eeting. of the cepts taught in the process dygroup in Atlantic City. It JS open namics and control lecture course.
only to persons who have made
- ~~-t th tu
outstanding contnlmtions to medAn added bonus JS .....,.
~s ical research.
dents will hav~ an opportunity ~
Four other members of the become famihar '!lth electro_mc
School of Medicine faculty also ~- con~Is w!Dch are :finding
hold memberships in the society: mcreasmg mdostrial use ~d acceptanee
of their
comSUPPLIES
Dr. Solomon p apper, chairman
•_
tibility because
_....'. control
of the department of medicine; pa
.... ,... process
20% DISCOUNT
Dr. Ernest R. Simon, associate oomputer.s..
professor of medicine; Dr. Theo- iiiiiftiiliiNiiftpjljftjiiftftiiliiiViA~!Ir
Sloiva Oils t. Water Colors
dore N. Fiuley, associate profesBrushes -Canvas
CAMPUS
LAUNDRY
sor of medicine who will be leaYPanels- S!Tekhed Canvas
ing to take a position in Califorand CLEANING
Streh:her Bars & More
nia; and Dr. Theodore Cooper.
CoiHp Dly.a-ing
LANG ELL'S
chairman of pharmacology who
mod laundry
2510 Central S.E.
is leaving to become director of
Open 8 AM-8 PM.
Across
From Johnson Gym
c-oue~ar Alwap .... o.ty
the National Heart Institute..
2106
Ceatral
s.e.
247-0836
Dr. Trier :received both his undergraduate and medical edumtion at University of Was}Jington,
where he graduated with honors
from the medical school in 1957.
After serving in intern and :residency programs at Strong :Uemorial Hospital in Rochester,
N.Y., he became a clinical associate at the National Cancer
Institute in Bethesda, Hd.
Before coming to UNII this
school year, he was assistant professor of medicine at University
of Wisconsin and chief of gastroenterology at Veterans Admini,._
Carrying department and Dining room service also.
tration Hospital in Madison, W"JS.
Catering service to your favorite eating place

$250 Each

Cor&"na i<JJ L.,'bys.J

EW
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Su er Lectures
Set Under Stars
fj

UNM's traditional "Lecture the summer session will conduct
Under The Stars" series will be- the fifth lecture called "Viet
gin on June 24. The lectures are Nam." He is professor Leonard
invariably interesting and in- Adolf from Oregon State Univerformative.
sity.
The series will consist of six
The last lecture will be given
lectures with topics varying from
by Harry Reed, a far north spethe Middle East to Alaska. The cialist. Th~ topic will be "Alaska"
majority of the lectures are con- and will include a film to be
ducted on the lawn in front of shown in the Union ballroom.
the administration building patio
beginning at 8 ;p.m.
BECAUSE IT is still too light
to show films at 8 p.m. MDT, the
two lectures which require the
use of films will be given in the
Union ballroom;
Albuquerque's c 1 i m a t e and
relatively clean air make these
evening lectures most enjoyable;
UNM WILL HOST one of the most comprehenDan D. Chavez has been apunbelievable improvement ·
variety to include feather and banded baskets in an
sive-and in many respects, the best-collection of
pointed
Assistant Director of tho:»
what Brody calls a "truly gorgeous collection." over the classroom.
University of New Mexico DiviNorth American baskets in existence during June.
The
first
lecture
will
be
given
The Maxwell Museum has spent considerable
sion of Extension, Summer SesThe more than 700 baskets arrived at the Maxwell
time building the basket collection and is now Monday June 24. The talk will be sion, and Community Services.
Museum of Anthropology in Albuquerque last
delivered
by
Dr.
John,
Furbay,
helping to build the strength of the UNM MuThe announcement of the apweek as a permanent loan from an anthropology
seum with the permanent loan from its collection. an internationally known lectur- pointment was made by Dr. Mormuseum in 'fulsa. The baskets range in size and
er. This will be the fifth time
Dr. Furbay has conducted a lec- ris McMichael, Director-elect, and
ture under the stars at U~M the position will be effective July
1.
since 1957.
Chavez is 34 and married. He
DR. FURBAY is a Fellow of
has
a BS degree in Science Eduthe Royal Geographic Society of
cation
and an MA degree in EduLondon, the Royal Anthropological Society and the National cational Administration from the
University of New Mexico, and
Geographic Society.
a
Ph.D. in process from the UniThe second lecture in the series
One of the most comprehenThe collection of more than 700 beaded baskets-it's truly a gor- will be given by Col. John D. versity of Michigan, and in Edusive-and in many respects, the prime baskets arrived last week
cational Administration.
best-collection of North Ameri- at the Maxwell Museum of An- geous collection," Brody said. Craig in the Union ballroom. It
He has been a science teacher
can baskets in existence went on thropology, University and Ash "Essentially baskets are utilitar- will feature a film titled "In- in an Albuquerque junior high
comparable
Greece".
Col
Craig
ian
items,
but
in.
some
areas
the
display Thursday, June 13, at the NE, as a permanent Joan from
specializes in travel-adventure school, and a principal-teacher in
wea~ets have turned basketry inUNM.
films.
the Philbrook Museum of Tulsa, to a fine art."
the Bernalillo junior high school,
Okla.
as
well as director of the Small
The
third
lecture
will
be
given
The baskets range in size from
Schools
Project for the New Mel'.by
Professor
John
Lawlor
on
the
JERRY BRODY, curator of the very, very small to huge ex- administration building patio. ico Department of Education.
Field Trip
Maxwell Museum, said the mu- amples. They cover all the basket The topic will be "Britain's NewHe has served in the U.S. Navy
seum was closed June 6-13 for making areas of North America. est Universities". Professor Law- where he was an education officer.
The Maxwell Museum has been lor is the chairman of the Engthe installation of several baskets
Chavez has received the Mott
from this new Clark Field collec- gathering an excellent collection lish department at the University Fellowship and the NDEA Feltion.
of baskets for a number of years, of Keele in England. Prof. Law- lowship for study at the UniverMr. Field, 86, lives in Tulsa and "and now we are building on our lor will be a guest faculty mem- sity of Michigan and is also the
strength," Brody said.
ber at UNM during this summer recipient of the State GovernThe University of New Mex- is the father of Mrs. Dorothy
session.
Previously,
Field
donated
his
ment Internship A'vard in 1959,
Maxwell.
The
UNM
museum
reico's 37th annual field session in
and
the Career Education Award,
DR.
cently
was
named
in
honor
of
ROBERT
MEAD,
will
deextensive li\>rary of anthropologiarchaeology and ethnology, conin
1965.
liver
the
fourth
lecture
on
July
Mrs.
Maxwell
and
her
husband,
sidered one of the major summer
cal books to UNM.
15. His topic will be "Our Image
field schools in the United States, Gilbert Maxwell.
The basket exhibit opened June in Latin America". Dr. Mead is
For many years, Field judged
has been scheduled for June 1513 and the museum will be open an expert on Latin American litJuly 27.
basket entries at the Gallup
erature and culture. He, too, will
to
the public without charge from
Annually, about 60 students Ceremonial.
be
a guest faculty member this
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesday through summer.
from 25 colleges and universi"THERE ARE feather baskets, Saturday.
ties, come to New Mexico for the
Another visiting professor for
"dig."
The
Albuquerque
Tutoring
Council is currently seeking stuFor the fifth year, Dr. Flordents interested in tutoring at
ence Ellis of the UNM Departsix
volunteer cultural enrichment
ment of Anthropology will lead
projects
scattered through tfie
excavations at Sapawe, 65 miles
poverty
areas
of the city.
northwest of Santa Fe in the
Tutors are also needed to help
Chama drainage. Work during
individual children with academic
past summers has shown that
problems. Tutors can spend as
Sapawe was occupied by A.D.
much
time as in convenient with
1400 or before. Some occupation
teaching
duties.
lasted into the 17th Century, but
Projects
are at Old Town
in Sapawe there is almost no
School on Mountain Rd. NW (1evidence of European influence.
3 p.m. on Mon., Tues., and Wed.),
Living quarters for the field
La Lm: Elementary on Griegos
sPs~ion will be the canvas coverRd. NW (9-11 a.m. on Mon., and
ed tepees of Tepee Village, beWed.), Martinez Town on Edith
neath the great red and white
(Tues., and Thurs. afternoons),
sandstone cliffs of Ghost Ranch.
South Broadway Community CenPlanned during the field sester at S. Broadway and Miles Rd.
sion is an optional day, 1600 mile
(mornings and afternoons), Riveampiug-field trip to Mesa Verde,
erview Elementary School on
Chu<·o Canyon, Gallup, Flagstaff,
Bare1as Ave. (mornings and afHopi Mesas, and Kaventa.
ternoon on Tues., and Thurs.),
Armijo School on Isleta Blvd.
(time yet to be arranged.)
.,.
llllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll/llllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll/1111
Individual tutors wishing to
work with one chile! may arraug.,
Mirage
their own time and location. Auy
Student still wishing to !Jick
;One interested in additional ill·
up copies of the 1908 Mirage cmt
formation on the tutol'ing proobtain the ycurbooks in RQom 15!)
gram is asked to contm·t JVJJ-.
of the Journalism Building beJoseph Willis at 242-1056 ot' l\iir.~;
tween 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. Business
Margie Knapp at the National
Supervisor R.i<•hurd Pfaff reported
Student Association office, UN.M
COMPU'I'BUS WOIW IIAHD when registration
that there are still many Mh·uges
ing fall and spring registration, the UNM Data campus, at 277-4106 ()r 4406 or at
times contCI! at UNM and registration for the
](lft.
Processing Center keeps three stalfs busy with home at 299-2465.
24 hour workloads in order to get everything in
Mirages can be picked up upon ~;ummcr s~·ssiou will be no dilferent. The summer
session
begim;
JUonday
after
one
day
of
registraorder
for 13,000 UNM students. Pre-semester
presentation of a student al!tivity
tion
on
Saturday.
About
500
students
are
exregistration
always means lines of students signPhotography Club
ca~·d. Non-activity card holders
ing up courses, but it also means lines of cards
Students interested in forming
will be charged $5 £or a copy of llected to register for the eight week session. Jim
Armijo, above, is on~ of the computer operators
in ·the UNM Data Processing Center and a couple a photography club this summer
the yearbook.
who will b~ working overtime to be sure that all
of days of headaches for computer programmers can leave their names and phone
IHHHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIII students' ca1·cls are properly computerized. Durand operators.
numbers at the Games Area desk,

Summer Director

·Names Assistant

UNM Receives Large Basket Collection;
Termed One of Best in North America

Archaeology Dig
Set for Summer

Tutoring Council
Asks Student Aid

.'

